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Noctilucent Cloud over Donaldson's School, Edinburgh, 
23/24 July 1986. James Shepherd.
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Society news
Mr William Merson

It is with great regret that we record the passing of one of our longest-serving and most dedicated members, Bill Merson, at the age of 76. Bill spent his early
years on his father's farm at Cabrach, Banffshire, then entered Aberdeen University to read Classics, graduating M.A. with honours in 1932. He was a
schoolmaster for a time and served with the Navy during the war. Until his retiral he worked at J. A. Bertram's.

Astronomy was but one of Bill's many scientific and intellectual pursuits. He had a natural curiosity and was interested in the world around him, with a
particular liking for railways, mountains, opera, castles and, of course, stars. He painted, cultivated new strains of daffodil, and travelled - he had a love of
France and its literature. He read the Scotsman and the Morning star side by side. His honest agnosticism found a welcome at St Mark's Unitarian Church, of
which he was a loyal member.

Bill was formerly a member of our Council, he seldom missed a meeting and was forever studying in the library during observatory open nights. He observed
the total eclipse of the sun in 1927, the last to be seen on the British mainland, made solar and planetary observations, and during the International Geophysical
Year, 1957-58, he was one of the amateur land-observers of the Aurora network.

Several senior members of the Society attended the simple but dignified funeral service, conducted by Mr Andrew Hill, of which Bill would have approved. He
had even written his own self-effacing obituary! Bill was a shy and gentle man, of a happy and contented disposition. We shall miss him very much, and extend
our condolences to his sister.

Other society news

The informal meetings continued over the summer. On May 2 members met in the Royal Museum of Scotland, Chambers Street, for a talk by Dr Allen Simpson
on the instrument collection and an opportunity to enjoy a private viewing of the new gallery. On June 6 Gerry Taylor's "Tracks in the Sky" was an account of
the mechanics of the orbits of the planets. Iain Neil's lecture on July 4, "Close Encounters with the Third Planet", was a summary of our knowledge of the
interior of the earth, involving such themes as seismology and plate tectonics. August 1 was Members' Night - a "famous astronomers" slide quiz, Steuart
Campbell explaining an alleged UFO sighting, Owen Pearson describing his telescope setting device (published in this issue), Stuart Jordan on telescope making
and James Shepherd with the glorious slides from his Australian expedition. Ron Veitch's talk on September 5, "The Long Search", outlined the events which
led up to the discovery of Pluto.

Neil Bone has left us to take up a research post in the Department of Zoology in the University of Cambridge. While we are sorry to lose such an active
astronomer, especially as he was a Vice-President of the Society and in line for President, the astronomical "scene" down south has much to offer: clear skies (he
has already observed some NLC), and easier access to London for BAA and JAS meetings. However, he will come north from time to time and we won't lose
touch. Neil will be taking over as Meteor Section Co-ordinator for the Southern Network and in his place Colin Steele of Dundee Astronomical Society has been
appointed. Colin graduated B.Sc. from St Andrews this year with first class honours in Astronomy and is now a research student there. Neil's and Duncan
Waldron's departures have left vacancies on the Council: Mr Gerry Taylor and Mr John Cumming have been co-opted to serve as Councillors.
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Twelve Society members attended the BAA-supported Astronomy Weekend in Dundee Museum, the first of its kind in Scotland. It was organised by Dr Fiona
Vincent of the Mills Observatory and Mr Christopher Dingwall of the Museum, and turned out to be a great success. Neil Bone, Dave Gavine, James Shepherd,
Jack Heeley and John Bartholomew took a large share of the "observing techniques" sessions, there were excursions to places of astronomical interest, and the
highlights were the superb guest lectures by Heather Couper and Nigel Henbest.

An observer's log
with Alastair McBeath (Morpeth)

1986 late April to mid-September

Comet Halley; the noctilucent cloud 'season'; the summer meteor showers - so much to see and so little time! Little did we suspect that the weather would make
that time still shorter. Read on ............

The latter half of April saw Morpeth's rain-swollen river coming over the banks to see how those living along it were getting on. This flood, being the third
unusual meteorological event in consecutive months (deep snow in February and a hurricane in March were the other two - see ASE Journal 14), must have led
many to ponder whether 'the' comet really does affect earthly matters.

Cloud and the full moon accounted for the Lyrids, but the Virginids were still quite active as late as April 29-30, which night also brought my final glimpse of
P/Halley. Clouds prevented any sightings after this. Being past perihelion, Halley was back to the state it had been in late last year, rather faint and
unimpressive, unfortunately.

May's skies were somewhat clearer and conditions generally better (it was the first month since the previous October that no snow had fallen here!), but with
increasing twilight as the month wore on, progressively less time could be devoted to nocturnal observing. Longer days meant that a good crop of solar
observations were obtained, however, and the disc showed some moderate activity on several occasions.

Although the η-Aquarid peak on May 5 was clouded out, I did manage to spot my first meteors from this shower on May 8-9 and 15-16, towards the end of each
night. The 15-16 was also notable for a progression of four of the five naked-eye planets, which slowly tracked across the sky from dusk to dawn in the order
Venus, Saturn, Mars, Jupiter. All were impressively bright - Saturn then not far from opposition, of course - but the fifth planet, Mercury, was absent trying to
hide behind the Sun at the time.

That nightless solstice month June brought with it some hot daytime weather, which kept many of the nights pleasantly mild, a considerable asset to the all-night
NLC watcher. Five displays were seen from Morpeth, including two extensive shows on June 13-14 and 23-29. Some sweepingly long curved bands were
present late on in the former night, with patchy rose-pink tropospheric clouds giving an interesting contrast over the pearly blue-white NLC after 02h UT. The
28-29 event was notable for its 'herringbone' billows, though these were often faint, which seemed to be almost everywhere at about 23h UT.
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Only two early-month meteor watches were tried, yielding the predictable low activity, but the 10-11 watch was preceded by a crescent moon/Venus
conjunction, this summer in the western sunset sky.

Curiously, the Sun's face remained totally blank all month, although some very low new-cycle activity was apparently reported from elsewhere. Perhaps this
lack of action explained the splendid NLCs.

On June 14 the almost traditional meteor observers' summer meeting took place, this year under the auspices of the BAA Meteor Section at Leeds. Some who
attended found Leeds (and the meeting hall) none too easy to get to - or back from - but the meeting itself was well worth the effort, with some fascinating
topics discussed by professional and amateur enthusiasts alike.

A series of glorious golden-red sunsets in late June persisted into early July. Whilst such phenomena are not of special significance, they do often provide the
observer with a splendid spectacle to begin or (as sunrises) end the night's efforts, and there is nothing quite like the exhilaration of watching a sunrise knowing
that you have seen the entire night wheel over since the previous sunset.

During the nights, seven more NLC displays were spotted, although all were troubled by patchy lower-atmosphere cloud. Those on 19-20 and 23-24 were
particularly bright and impressive, with very long, curving bands predominant on both dates. July's full moon night (21-22) produced a very low, faint showing
of NLC, and to fill in time between the quarter-hourly observations, I had a quick scan around some of the brighter deep-sky objects on view using a pair of
7 x 50 binoculars. Ten open and globular clusters and galaxies were picked up in about 45 minutes with relative ease, despite the naked-eye limiting magnitude
being only +5.0. Mars too was observed that night, not far past its biennial opposition, and thus shining down like a scarlet celestial spotlight.

Lessening twilight allowed longer meteor watches by late month, by which time most of the old favourite summer showers had put in an appearance. A rare
visual sighting of Fomalhaut was also possible from my home site (the low southern aspect is usually poor) following a watch under very transparent skies on
July 29-30.

August turned out to be a rather dismal month, with many cloud or haze spoiled nights, not to mention the arrival of the supposed 'remains' of Hurricane Charlie,
which hurled down over 3 inches of rain on Morpeth in 24 hours from August 25 to 26. This naturally saw the River Wansbeck on its second 'over-the-top'
excursion this year, perhaps flexing its muscles after its February freezing!

All the meteor observations attempted, both visual and photographic, were dogged by cloud, and far fewer meteors were seen than might have been expected.
One Perseid which (typically) went unseen visually was photographed, but no outstandingly bright objects occurred here.

My last NLC sighting of the 'season' was on August 2-3, comprising some faint, low bands, and while scanning the northern and eastern horizons for NLC with
the 7 x 50s after a late-night meteor session on 8-9, pink Mercury was picked out in the twilight before dawn, then only a day or two from greatest western
elongation. The actual morning of that event was naturally cloudy.

Early September brought a continuation of August's clouds, but the second week saw a vast improvement in conditions, albeit the first frosts arrived too, during
which time a good tally of meteor observation hours were put in. All of the watches were illuminated by the brilliant opposition of Jupiter on the 10th, but by
dragging one's attention away from that, the two main minor autumnal meteor streams - the α-Aurigids and the Piscids - were apparent, and sporadic action was
often excellent.
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Solar activity was almost non-existent before the 15th (at least), as had indeed been the case since June, perhaps indicating that this year sees the actual solar
minimum. One 'armchair' aurora was at least available for observation, brought to watchers courtesy of the BBC in their wildlife programme on Arctic and
Antarctic birds, on September 14th!

Coming up soon we have a lunar eclipse, a good Taurid maximum, an interesting Geminid one (will last year's high activity repeat?) and an excellent
Quadrantid peak forecast for early 1987, as well as a Mars-Jupiter conjunction to look forward to just before Christmas. There's plenty to see, so wrap up
warmly and get out there to see it! Clear skies!

Edinburgh observations
Noctilucent Cloud was observed on June 6/7, 13/14, 24/25, 25/26*, 28/29*, July 1/2, 6/7, 16/17, 23/24*. (those marked * were seen by Neil Bone from
Cambridge). The 23/24 display was a huge, brilliant one, the best for many years. It was observed by Dave Gavine, James Shepherd (see cover), Jack Heeley,
Gavin Ramsay and John Bartholomew, among others. 
No aurorae have been seen here recently, Owen Pearson has picked up several small disturbances on his magnetometer. 
Gavin Ramsay continues to monitor variable stars, solar active areas end deep-sky objects.

A letter from Australia
Duncan Waldron

The 6th of August finds me sitting in the dome of the UK Schmidt Telescope (not the AAT) after one of the wettest spells in New South Wales in history. In the
last 60 hours, Sydney has had 17 inches of rain, with 12.5 inches in the last 24 hours! It has been much the same for the last month or so, with the odd snowfall
thrown in for good measure. Needless to say, this has mucked up an awful lot of astronomy, including that which I should be doing just now. It has stopped short
of raining, but there is a lot of ridge cloud and winds up to about 45 mph. An ideal time to write (overdue) letters home, says Fred Watson, so here we go...

What can I say about life in Australia? It's braw - mostly. I arrived at the beginning of February, at just about the hottest time of the year. 40 degrees during the
day, 25 at night. In all honesty, a bit too hot for a Scotsman used to the icy blasts of Calton Hill and Leith Walk. In fact, the first weekend was so hot that I spent
two hours lying in front of a fan trying to cool down, while Rob McNaught was watching a massive aurora. I missed it by 15 minutes, having checked the sky
that much before the start of the display, and seen nothing but stars against deep black. Ah well, that's astronomy.

The sky is incredible down here, even better than the description in Bob McNaught's letters. Sirius was almost overhead when I got here so I now know what
-1.4 really looks like. At the moment, Saturn is in the zenith, with Scorpius stretching magnificently southward. I had a tremendous view of Saturn a couple of
months ago, through one of the 10 inch guidescopes, which knocked spots off anything Calton or Blackford (or Balgay) Hill has to offer. The seeing was almost
perfect, but I had finished all the available work for the objective prism which was on at the time, so I thought a quick look at the planets was in order. The view
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of Saturn was like the Mount Wilson 60 inch picture - white rings and a pale brown globe, with one or two belts visible. This at something like 800x
magnification. Voyager images? You can keep them.

"What about Comet Halley", I hear you ask. Well, I was thinking of getting some T-shirts printed saying "Comet What?". Didn't get around to it, though. There
was a lot of journalists, bus parties and general ballyhoo. Even a few BAA members and a Past President. But not a lot of comet, at least when most of the
punters were here. To us aficionados it was a reasonable sight though, and almost worth getting excited about. Early March was the best time, although once
April's close approach had passed, the broad fan tail was an interesting sight. It was about this time that Jamie was down here, so you will no doubt have seen
his pictures by now. I am afraid that I didn't get my finger out until it was nearly too late - the Schmidt photos were plenty interesting for me until then. More
than 200 plates were taken over the apparition, with 11 on one night in April, showing short term changes in the ion tail. Many of these should appear some time
in an ROE/CUP publication (plug, plug).

Just now it is what passes for winter in these parts, but it is not a patch on Scotland. I said that we had some snow, we have had a few frosty mornings as well,
but on sunny days it will warm up to about 20 degrees. On a cloudy day it can be as cold as 10 degrees, really rough! On the plus side is the fact that it is light
from 6 am to 6 pm, although this increases only a couple of hours either way in the summer - with no long twilight (or NLC).

Other comments I could make concern living in Coonabarabran, and might go along the lines of "Why do the chip shops close before the pubs?", "Why is there
no real cinema or theatre?", and "Why are the kangaroos so stupid?". But life in Oz is largely what you make it - you can be miserable, or you can enjoy
yourself. I do miss Embra, 80/- ale and Scotland in general, but it is nae bad here, either. Given the OK, I may even be here for a year or two yet.

Meanwhile, orrabest, and keep up the good work. JDW.

Sundials in the Edinburgh area, Part 2
David Gavine

Vertical Sundials
Vertical sundials are very common all over central Scotland and are especially numerous in Edinburgh and East Lothian, either as flat stone or bronze tablets
fixed to walls of old houses or churches, or on the faces of stone cubes. The latter are sometimes placed high on the corner of a house, or on the roof-pinnacles
of a church, as at Corstorphine and Pencaitland, or on top of a Market Cross, as at Pencaitland, Peebles, Melrose and Inverkeithing.(1).

The vertical dials we normally see date from the 17th century but the idea goes back a very long way. From Saxon times to the Middle Ages a very crude dial
was sometimes scratched near a church door, and a rod or stick put into a hole for its shadow to tell, not the "time" as we mow it, but the canonical hours of the
services. The day was not, as now, divided into 24 equal hours. Many examples of these "mass-clocks" are found in ancient English churches but they are very
rare in Scotland. One, a crude circle with spokes from a central hole, can be seen on a south-facing window lintel on the 15th century friary of St Mary of Mount
Carmel in South Queensferry, now restored as an Episcopal church.
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Astronomy of the dial

The calculations for a vertical dial are quite simple if it faces exactly South, North, East or West. If it does not the trigonometry becomes more elaborate but the
calculations for placing the gnomon and its shadow-lines are well within the scope of a simple pocket calculator with trig functions. Full instructions are given
in Robert Mills' book (2) or in many other works obtainable from the library. The underlying principle is to make sure that the edge of the gnomon, or the style,
always points at the Celestial Pole. (A gnomon is a flat plate, a style is a thin rod, whose shadow indicates the time).

South-facing dial

The gnomon is set at an angle of (90° - φ) where φ is the observer's latitude, to the dial plate, and from the point of contact the hour-lines radiate out. The
vertical hour-line is, of course, 12 noon Local Apparent Time (as explained in the previous article) or it can be made Greenwich Apparent Time by a small
adjustment for the dial's longitude, 4 minutes per degree. The angles which the other hour-lines make with the noon vertical are then given by

tan G = tan(HA) cos φ

where G = angle between gnomon's shadow and vertical line, HA = Hour-angle of the Sun, i.e. 15° for 11 AM and 1 PM, 30° for 10 AM and 2 PM, etc. φ =
observer's latitude. The 6 AM - 6 PM line is the horizontal.

Sometimes a cube or pillar-type may have a North-facing dial which can function only in summer when the sun shines on it from north of the east-west line in
the early morning or evening. The same formula is used but this time the angles are negative and are drawn above the horizontal 6 AM - 6 PM line, and the
gnomon (still pointing at the Pole) is a reversed continuation of that of the South dial.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/15/fig03f.jpg
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The East Dial

This is placed on an exactly east-facing wall. The gnomon is a rectangle, or a rod placed parallel to the dial surface, again pointing at the celestial pole.

At 6 AM the sun shines straight down onto the gnomon so that its shadow lies along its own base. Then as the sun moves towards the south the space between
the gnomon 6 AM line and the shadow for a given hour will be found by

S = h cot(HA)

where S = distance from gnomon to shadow edge, h = height of gnomon, HA = hour angle of sun, i.e. 15° = 1 hour.

For example, at 7 AM, HA = 5 hours away from noon which is 75°, and for a 5 cm high gnomon

S = 5 cm cot(75°) = 1.34 cm

And at 11 AM, HA of sun will be 15° before noon so S = 5 cot 15° = 18.67 cm. At noon, of course, the shadow will be at infinity. All these hour-lines where the
shadow falls are parallel to the gnomon so they are all parallel to the earth's axis.

The West Dial
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The West Dial is a mirror-image of the East Dial, with 6 PM directly under the gnomon, and only the afternoon and evening hours can be shown. Thus the 1 PM
line will be at the same spacing as 11 AM on the East Dial.

Declining Dials

If the dial does not face exactly North, South, East or West it is called a "Declining Dial" and we must know by how many degrees it is turned, east or west,
away from the south point. The calculations are somewhat outside the scope of this small article, but it is necessary to know the latitude and the angle of decline
in order to calculate

1. The angle the gnomon makes with the vertical line of the dial,
2. The angle the gnomon makes with the surface of the dial,
3. The angles for the gnomon shadow for the various hours.

A common type of declining dial is a cube with one edge facing South (and of course the other edges will face the Cardinal Points). This sundial can the catch
all the hours of daylight on its four faces.

Vertical dials, although fairly simple in construction, can be elaborated with curved lines to indicate the sun's altitude, bearing, declination or place in the
Zodiac.

Vertical dials in the Edinburgh area (Not an exhaustive list)
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1. John Knox's House, Royal Mile. The best-known dial in Edinburgh, South and West faces in bronze with bronze gnomons intact, on SW corner of house
which is much older than the dials. Above it is a painted figure supposed to be Moses.

2. Colinton Kirk. South dial on the west front. Gnomon lost.
3. Cramond Kirk. Declining South dial on tower, old and worn, iron gnomon.
4. Cramond, Whitehouse, an ancient building with a famous dial in the back garden. A 0.3 m cube with South, North, East and West faces, gnomons intact.

On top is a large horizontal dial with a battered bronze plate inscribed "Mr David Strachan (?) 1732" and an elaborate iron gnomon with "MDS 1752".
5. Calton Hill. Plain South dial above door of City Dome.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/15/fig06f.jpg
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6. Inch House. Fine South and East dials, about 0.6 m square, above main door. East dial complete, South dial gnomon lost. Robertson (3) mentions other
dials in the garden (now a park), all gone.

7. Liberton House. 2 declining dials, about 0.3 m by 0.5 m, on SE corner, bronze gnomons, the south one broken. Surmounted by a saltire and "WL (William
Little) 1683", "As the sune runs death comes".

8. Hudson Cottage, 389 Gilmerton Road. 0.3 m cube with 2 declining South-West faces on top of an iron arch. Inaccurately aligned.
9. Parliament Hall, Royal Mile. A large (1 m) South dial on a cupola at the rear of the Hall, unfortunately now not visible from any street or close because of

the clutter of surrounding buildings. The author saw it from the window of a toilet in the Scottish National Library!
10. Prestonfield House. Old 0.3 m stone cube on a 1 m pillar, South, North, East and West faces and a horizontal face, gnomons all broken. Has been re-

erected the wrong way round.
11. Royal Observatory, Blackford Hill. Contemporary dial, bronze, South facing, above door of main block. With cherubs, etc. "Docet Umbra".
12. Botanic Gardens. Above a stone arch at Inverleith House, bronze declining South dial by Ian Hamilton Finlay and Michael Harvey, 1975. "Umbra Solis

Non Aeris" (the shadow of the sun and not of the bronze). Unusual in that it is made to show British Summer Time, presumably not to confuse summer
visitors.

13. Pilrig House. The house and its dial were recently restored. Declining South, "Adsit Deus". Older painted coat-of-arms below dial.
14. Inverleith Park. Marble sundial on pillar, presented by Councillor Kinloch Anderson 1890. 4 dials, gnomons lost. "So passes life. Alas. How swift".

Wrongly set up.
15. St Cuthbert's Kirk, Lothian Road. 1 m declining West dial on the tower, one of the finest in Edinburgh. "Vivite Fugio" 1774.
16. Bell's Brae, big house at corner with Dean Bride. 4 declining dials, one flat, three on a cube, gnomons extant, inscriptions illegible.
17. Spylaw, garden of Pentland Cottage. 4 dials on a cube on a tall pillar. 18th century? Gnomons intact.
18. Corstorphine Kirk. Large stone cube with 4 dials, South, North, East and West, all intact, on south side of roof. Ross (4) says there used to be 7 dials.
19. Huntly House Museum. In back courtyard, a detached South dial, no gnomon, from the former mansion of the Wrichtishous held by the Napier family.
20. Heriot's Hospital. The finest collection of sundials in Scotland, arranged in 11 pairs, 8 round the walls, 3 in the courtyard, each pair differently carved on a

corbel, with angels etc. Contemporaneous with the building (1631) and made by the architect, William Aytoun.
21. Peffermill House. 3 single dials on corbels, probably the same age as the house, c.1636 and much resembling those at Heriots so probably by Aytoun.
22. Portobello High Street. Modern declining South dial high above The Sundial Lounge (pub). Gnomon lost. "Local Solar Time", 56° 57'N, 12½ minutes

West.
23. Brighton Park, Portobello. A 1 m stone cube on a pedestal, surmounted by a thistle. 4 large declining dial faces but gnomons gone and badly defaced.

Formerly stood in the garden of Portobello Tower.
24. Newton Kirk, near Danderhall. Simple South dial, bronze gnomon, dated 1742.
25. Fisherrow High street. Two small declining South dials on a corbal with a carved angel above a cafe.
26. Monkton House, near Musselburgh. Two dials, one very old on the main house, declining South, bronze gnomon; the other on a small house facing the

main building, declining South, restored. Bronze gnomon, "Jamais Arriere".
27. Inveresk Parish Kirk. Two large dials on either side of the south door of the church, well worth a detour to see. One is a very fine South dial with a big

iron gnomon which also indicates the compass bearing of the sun and its Zodiac constellation. Inscribed "Sic transit gloria Mundi", "Archibald Handasyde
Piscatorii (his Latinised name for Fisherrow) fecit MDCCXXXV" (1735). The other one is a simple, uninscribed West dial wrongly set up to face south.
Handasyde was known to have made other dials, all now lost, in the neighbourhood.

Other vertical dials in the Lothians are at Abercorn Kirk, Dalmeny Kirk, Gladsmuir old kirk, North Berwick old ruined kirk, Luffness House, Garvald Kirk
(1633), Dunbar - two dials on steeple of old Town House, East Linton - Parish Kirk and Tyne Close, and Ormiston High Street.
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Locating faint sky objects in the telescope
by Owen Pearson

This note is intended for those who have a home-made, moderately large, say 8½" Newtonian telescope, a portable non-driven equatorial mount, a finder of
some kind, setting circles and a meridian position as accurate as may be.

Due to the many errors implied above, albeit small, it can be very frustrating to try to locate in the small field of view of the eyepiece faint objects such as
galaxies, nebulae, comets etc. The difficulties can be considerably reduced by using the device described below, which is easier to make and use than to
describe. The aim is to set up the telescope on a bright star as near as possible to the object and apply the errors found in the telescope's Dec. and R.A. circle
readings to obtain the setting for the object. That for Dec. is simple, that for R.A. is easily found from the device, which does not involve the use of Local
Sidereal Time or Hour Angle calculations.

The clock: Obtain a square biscuit tin, or other box, large rather than small, whose lid will protect its contents when not in use. Place, and wedge in position at
the centre of the bottom of the tin a 24 hour clock mechanism - one that can be wound up through the spindle is convenient, otherwise an electrical one as used
in central heating systems but without the timing arrangements. Ensure that clock and tin are earthed and have a mains supply at the telescope. Although not
moving at the sidereal rate the error will be negligible since the R.A. circle and scale can only be read to probably ±1 minute.

The clock Hour Angle scale: Cut a piece of card to fit inside the tin closely, with no lateral movement. From the centre of the card subscribe a circle about 2 cms
less diameter than the width of the card. Starting about the centre of one side mark the circle at 15 degree intervals and draw lines from the marks to the edge of
the card. The marks will be 0 to 6 to 0 to 6 to 0 hours. Subdivide with shorter lines at 2.5 degree intervals, each of which will be 10 minutes of time. Bore a hole
at the centre of the card big enough to slip over the shoulder of the clock spindle, rest the card on the top of the clock and fix in a horizontal position.
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Figure 1 shows the assembly of the device. 
In the plan, scale subdivisions and the spacer 

are omitted for clarity.

The clock R.A. scale: Cut a circle of card the same size as the H.A. scale and mark 15 degree intervals from 0 to 23 in a direction opposite to the clock
movement. Subdivide as before. The two drawings could be done simultaneously) the circle cut out and the H.A. scale suitably mounted. Cut a hole at the centre
of the scale to make a close fit on the spindle. Place a large washer on the shoulder of the spindle and fit the scale.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/15/fig07f.jpg
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The Right Ascension pointers: Two are required, one to indicate the R.A. of the reference star, the other that of the object. For the first, cut a card about 5 - 6 cm
wide and 1 cm longer than the diameter of the circles. Draw a line along the centre of the card parallel to its length. Cut the card as shown in Figure 2, the long
tab about 2.5 cm, and the short one about 1.5 cm long.

Position the hole to fit the spindle so that the cut-out in the long tab lies on the edge of the circle to allow the scale divisions to be seen. The leading edge will
indicate both R.A. and H.A. on the scales. Turn up the short tab to assist changing the pointer's position. Make the pointer for the object in the same way, but
slightly more narrow and shorter at the short tab end so that it will move easily over the reference pointer. Place both on the spindle.

Spacer: Drill a hole fractionally larger than the spindle at the centre of a piece of wood about 5 x 5 cm and of such thickness that it takes up the length of spindle
between the pointers and the clamping nut. Place on the spindle, clamp the nut, start the clock and check that the R.A. scale and pointers move as a unit by the
clock. Slacken the nut, press down slightly on the spacer and check that the scale and pointers can be moved manually with no change of their relative positions.
The ability to do this is essential.

Procedure: Select a suitable reference star, note its Dec. and R.A. and similarly for the object to be observed. Set the pointers to the appropriate R.A. values on
the scale and clamp. Although not essential, calculate the local L.S.T., unclamp and rotate the scale and pointers as a unit so that L.S.T. = R.A. points to zero on
the H.A. scale and reclamp. At any short time later the pointers will indicate the H.A. of reference star and object.

At the telescope bring the reference star to the centre of the field and note the Dec. reading. The difference between this and the true Dec. is the correction to
apply to the object's Dec. With the star again at the centre of the field note the H.A. If the clock was previously set using L.S.T. the clock pointer should give the
same H.A. reading. If not, and if the clock was not previously set, unclamp and move the scale and pointers so that the reference pointer indicates the telescope's
H.A. reading, reclamp and start the clock if necessary.

Adjust the telescope's Dec. to read the corrected Dec. for the object, rotate the polar axis until its H.A. reading is the same as now indicated by the clock object
pointer. The object should be in the field of view, if not, only very slight adjustments of Dec. and R.A. need be made.

If two or more objects in the vicinity are to be observed fit the appropriate number of object pointers, each slightly smaller than the last, and set them at the same
time as the first. A small bulb and battery fixed on a side of the box box will help to see the readings, otherwise use a dim torch.

About the ASE Journal
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The Editor would like to thank the Director of the Royal Observatory once again for the generous use of the facilities for the production of this Journal, and Mr
Brian Kelly for his assistance.

Editor: Dr D. Gavine, 29 Coillesdene Crescent, Edinburgh EH15 2JJ. 031 657 2338.

The Perseid meteors 1986
by Colin Steele (Dundee Astronomical Society)

Since 1980 the Coordinator of the Northern Network of the BAA Meteor Section was Neil Bone, who, having moved to Cambridge, now runs the Southern
Network. I have just been appointed in his place. On behalf of the Northern observers I would like to thank Neil for his six years in charge, inspiring many to
watch meteors and dealing with the observations of others without letting his own watches suffer. If I make a success of the post as his successor, the credit
should go to Neil whose example I will try to follow and whose advice has proved invaluable.

August is, in many respects, the best month in which to watch meteors. There is one major shower and a large number of lesser showers active. Although the
summer nights are shorter, this is compensated for with relatively comfortable temperatures. The period is dominated by the Perseids, which this year reached
maximum activity on the night of August 12/13. With the moon being new on Aug. 5 it did not interfere with the major part of the shower but did so to some
extent in late July and late August. Other showers active during this period include the δ Aquarids, α Cygnids, and in smaller numbers, ι Aquarids, Capricornids,
α Capricornids, Piscis Austrinids, α Lyrids, α Aurigids, κ Cygnids and β Cassiopeids. A major factor which could not be predicted in advance was the weather
and it was not kind to the observers.

Results

Although the weather had a good attempt at completely wrecking the observing programme, several members were able to find a few clear nights. In July,
observations were received for 11 nights and for August 12 nights before the moon became a problem. Of the main Perseid programme between Aug 1/2 and
16/17 only 1/2, 5/6, 6/7 and 13/14 were completely without observations. The period leading up to the maximum was relatively cloudless, with several
observers active between 8/9 and 11/12.

The list of observers with observing locations is as follows: These apply to July and August results received by the writer by September 21.

Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham    T. Lawson. 
Campbeltown, Argyll            N. Bone. 
Culbokie, Ross-shire           P. Wayne. 
Dundee                         M. Crawford, C. Steele 
Edinburgh                      D. Gavine, G. Ramsay. 
Haddington, E. Lothian         D. Edward, A. Ewan, C. Jenkinson, 
                               E. Jenkinson, N. Jenkinson, S. Urquhart, 
                               R. Urquhart, S. Wood, 
Monifieth, Tayside             H. Seton, C. Steele. 
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Morpeth, Northumberland        A. McBeath. 
St Andrews, Fife               R. Stapleton, F. Vincent. 
Seaham, Co. Durham             W. Bradford. 
Stirling                       A. Smeaton. 

I would like to convey again my thanks to all observers and hope they all feel that their efforts were worthwhile.

Rates of Activity

The Zenithal Hourly Rate (ZHR) measures the absolute activity of a meteor shower. It is found from the observed rate by correcting for limiting magnitude,
cloud and altitude of the radiant. The ZHR measures the hourly rate available to an observer watching in perfect conditions (lim. mag. 6.5) and with the radiant
overhead.

Perseids

Table 1 shows the ZHR derived for the Perseids over the period 29/30 July to 16/17 August. The higher figures in the "significance" column refer to more
watchers, observing for longer periods in better conditions.

DATE          ZHR  Significance    DATE          ZHR  Significance 
Jul 29/30    6 ± 4     0.3         Aug  8/9    21 ± 2     6.9 
    30/31   17 ± 5     0.3              9/10   32 ± 4     1.3 
    31/01   17 ± 5     0.3             10/11   23 ± 2     2.0 
Aug 1/2                                11/12   73 ± 5     3.4 
    2/3      7 ± 4     0.4             12/13   53 ± 8     0.5 
    3/4     11 ± 6     0.3             13/14 
    4/5     23 ± 5     0.8             14/15   22 ± 6     0.6 
    5/6                                15/16   67 ± 20    0.1 
    6/7                                16/17   24 ± 4     2.0 
    7/8     ( 0 )      0.03 

A graph of those observations does not give a "classical" activity curve, mainly because conditions reduced the volume of observations to the point where
random effects became significant. From the table it would appear that maximum activity occurred on Aug 11/12 but the smaller figure for the next night is not
too significant. The figure for Aug 15/16 is something of an embarrassment but was based on a single set of observations made in half-cloudy skies and a fair
amount of haze.

δ Aquarids

One of the major southern showers active during the period, observations here are hindered by the radiants being low in the south. Two maxima occur, around
July 29 and Aug 7. A ZHR of 25 ± 17 was recorded for 24/25 July, this is probably somewhat inflated. Rates of 6 & 10 were calculated for July 29/30 and
31/Aug 1 respectively then afterwards activity stood at around 2.
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α Cygnids

Meteors from this shower were seen throughout the period of observation but although a reasonable number were seen the ZHR did not rise above about 5.

Minor showers

Meteors belonging to many other showers were also reported but numbers are not sufficient for meaningful ZHR analysis. These will be merged with
observations from other parts of the U.K. to form a more significant sample.

Magnitude Distributions

Members of a shower will cover a range of brightnesses and also some showers will average out as being brighter than others. Table 2 gives the details.

SHOWER       -7  -6  -5  -4  -3  -2  -1   0   1   2   3   4   5   6    T   M 
 
Perseid           1   3   2   5  21  48 104 126 177 146  67  12   3  715  1.6 
α Cygnid                              2   4   8  14  14   7   2       51  2.2 
δ Aqu.        1           1       1   1   1   5  14  13   9       1   47  2.1 
α Cap.                        1       1   3   7   5   2               19  1.0 
ι Aqu.                                1      0.5  3   3           1  8.5  2.2 
Capricornid                       1   1      1.5      1       1      5.5  1.2 
α Lyrid                                           1   1                2  2.5 
κ Cygnid                                      1       1                2  2.0 
β Cass                                            1                    1  2.0 
α Aurigid                                 1                            1  0 
Non Perseid                               1   6   9   2   2           20  1.9 
Sporadics                     2   4   9  19  45  97  57  78  13   2  371  2.5 
Doubtful                                          1               2    3 
 
Total         1   1   3   3   8  27  63 133 200 321 281 164  33   8 1246  1.9 

Magnitude estimates (T = total, M = average).

"Non Perseids" refers to meteors seen by observers who were not recording any members of the minor showers. It can be seen that Perseids are about one
magnitude brighter than sporadics on average. δ Aquarids and α Cygnids are also on average brighter than sporadics but by lesser margins.

Meteor Trains

Some meteors, depending on the structure of the meteoroid, leave behind a luminous train, marking their position for a short time after they have burned out.
These can provide some useful information about the meteor streams and the meteoroids in them. Table 3 shows the differences between streams active in
July/August in terms of train phenomena, as reported by observers in 1986.
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Shower        % trained  Av. train durn. (seconds) 
------        ---------  --------------- 
Perseid          25.9           2.1 
α Cygnid          5.9           1.7 
δ Aquarid         6.4          11 
α Capricornid    21.1           1.4 
Sporadics         4.6           2.1 

Table 3. Meteor Train Phenomena.

The Perseids and α Capricornids, being brighter meteors, showed more trains. It is interesting to note how the probability of training correlates with magnitude.
Only for Perseids and sporadics do we have a large enough volume of observation to do this.

Bright Events

Several bright meteors were reported during the project. Table 4 shows the details. when a large meteor is seen by more than one observer it is treated as a
multiple event for the purposes of magnitude distributions.

Date        Observer   Time (UT)    Mag     Shower    Notes 
----        --------   ---------    ---     ------    ----- 
Aug 8/9     DG         2333         -6      Per       terminal flare 
            NB         2334         -5      Per       yellow, 21s tr. double 
                                                      flare, slow 
            GR         2333         -4      Per       20s tr. double, exploded 
            PW         2333         -4      δ Aq (N)  12s tr. green 
Aug 9/10    FV         2305         -3      Per       2s tr. greenish 
            CS         0206         -3      Per       2s tr. blue 
Aug 10/11   PW         2229      -3 to -5   Per       fast 
            DG         0031         -5      Per       15s tr. green 
Aug 11/12   AS         2229         -3 ?    Spor 
            FV         2237         -4      Per       15s tr 
            CS         2302         -3      Per       4s tr. blue 
            PW         2303      -6 to -7   δ Aq (S)  20s tr. white 
            AS         2303         -3      Spor      6s tr. trail of sparks 
            CS         2306         -3      Per?      3s tr. blue 
            NB         0215         -3      Per       4s tr. yellow, fast 

Photographic Results

Several photographers were active during the project but the weather hindered operations. The most successful observer was Gavin Ramsay who captured two
meteors on film including a bright Perseid on Aug 8/9.

Final notes
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If there are any more observations to come in they will be most welcome. Please send them to

Colin D. C. Steele, 
c/o Department of Applied Mathematics, 
University of St Andrews, 
North Haugh, 
St Andrews, FIFE, KY16 9SS.

Later this year two major showers, the Orionids and Geminids, are affected by moonlight and thus observed rates will be much reduced. This gives observers an
opportunity to concentrate on the Taurids - a much neglected shower active in late October and November. Details can be found in the BAA Handbook, or by
contacting myself or any other active meteor observer.


